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Blood for the Blood God! Chaos reigns. The Mortal Realms are sundered, corrupted by howling, blood-mad beasts; it is a time of morbid horror
and absolute madness. The murderous champions of the Chaos Gods fight furiously to extinguish the last lights of hope, and none fight harder,
or command more fear than the savage hordes of Khorne’s Bloodbound. Daubed with the Blood God’s rune, muscular beyond belief and
foaming with rage, these warriors descend upon their enemies screaming and leave nothing alive. Since the Age of Chaos began, the
Bloodbound have plagued every realm, rarely knowing defeat and unstoppably rolling over all in their path. But now begins the Age of Sigmar -
and the Bloodbound are pleased to meet this new challenge…  

Calificación: Sin calificación 
Precio

43,70 €

Ahorras -2,30 €

Haga una pregunta sobre este producto 

Descripción 

 

Blood for the Blood God!

Chaos reigns. The Mortal Realms are sundered, corrupted by howling, blood-mad beasts; it is a time of morbid horror and absolute madness.
The murderous champions of the Chaos Gods fight furiously to extinguish the last lights of hope, and none fight harder, or command more fear
than the savage hordes of Khorne’s Bloodbound. Daubed with the Blood God’s rune, muscular beyond belief and foaming with rage, these
warriors descend upon their enemies screaming and leave nothing alive. Since the Age of Chaos began, the Bloodbound have plagued every
realm, rarely knowing defeat and unstoppably rolling over all in their path. But now begins the Age of Sigmar - and the Bloodbound are pleased
to meet this new challenge…

This 136-page, full-colour hardback book contains:

The stories of the Age of Chaos - tales and explanations of Khorne’s might, and the ways in which his deviant followers pay tribute;
Three brutal Battleplans - instructions and special rules for recreating key battles during the Realmgate Wars;
Warscrolls for all the various Bloodbound miniatures;
Eight Warscroll Battalions - special formations with their own rules;
A showcase of stunning photography, showing the power of Khorne;
The complete Warhammer Age of Sigmar rules - play games right away!
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Comentarios

Aún no hay comentarios para este producto. 
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